A WEBQUEST FOR GOOGLEGLASS

FRANCESCO PARLATO
We are the glasses, which performs the same actions of a smartphone but with the voice command. These glasses are equipped with internet access, a room and a microphone. They are not yet on the market but they will come in early summer 2013. This will be a very effective tool that affects the lives of every man in their daily activities.

ANTONIO GRECO
The Glass of Google will change our life. A year ago, perhaps this sentence could only be a question, but with the increase of information out over the months it is not hard to imagine that it will be a really revolution. The U.S. airline JetBlue, owned by American Airlines, has published a classic example of what can happen. Not only find applications and games trivial hypothetical "Glass Store", but also useful services for all occasions. In partnership with JetBlue in fact we know how many parking spaces are available at the airport, when the arrival of the luggage is, the cost
of a taxi to reach a certain location etc. .. Below some mockups that show precisely these examples. Not only developers "amateur", therefore, are interested in the Google Glass, but also companies of a certain value, and certainly this increases the value of these glasses, that in about a year could be on the market in the first version for consumers. The glasses can be controlled through a cursor linked to the movements of the head or by using voice commands already integrated into the operating system. They will use the Geolocation feature using GPS and wireless.